Benchwarmer

By Ray Kwanick

The varsity soccer team kept its hopes for a share of the league title alive when they scored with an exciting 2-1 victory over Boston College on Saturday.

The win raised the Engineers league record to 2-1 and overall mark to 3-4. If the Tech booters defeat Tufts next Wednesday, they will tie the Harvard Ivy League crown.

Eagles jumped on the Engineers at the opening whistle.

Kickers tip Boston College

By W. R. Byer

For the second time in the period, Mudhunk, BC's right inner, took a pass from Cash and slapped it over the helpless Tech goal to tie the score at 1-1.

The Tech eleven came out in the third period as if they were intent on running the Eagles back to Newton. With Massie and halfback Steve Young controlling the ball only excellent goalkeeping by BC's Vaswani prevented Tech from slipping the game wide open.

However, with about three minutes to go in the period, the Tech attack seemed to run out of gas. The Eagles started to apply pressure, and this time it was a couple of close saves by Alden which prevented BC from taking an edge.

This pattern of play continued through the last period of the fourth quarter, but with about ten minutes to go the BC attack seemed listless. The Engineer attack righted itself. Massie brought the ball deep into the BC zone and sent it into a man in players in front of the BC net. Coach W. J. L. 70 lost his footing, but just missed the open net. BC's crimper shot bouched off the post. The rebound came out to Tony O'Brien 72, who quickly rifled a chest-high shot towards the BC goal. It hit Massie, but by a BC defenseman's hands. Young was called up to the creaw. This was the second time he did and he did with a low shot to the far corner.

The Eagles fought back and had some excellent chances including a direct penalty kick which hit their own, but the Tech defense held on for the win.

HowNotes

Community hockey planned

The MIT Community Hockey League is now forming teams for its sixth season. The league contains participants from players of all levels to provide competition for four balanced teams. Games are played on Wednesdays, Saturdays or evenings at the MIT rink, with occasional games at other local schools. The league exists most for entertainment, so all interested groups or individuals are urged to contact Bill Bridge at 547-0312 or Scott Rhodes at x6420. The first practice for both the varsity and freshmen will take place this Monday, November 3 at 5-7 p.m. in Cambridge. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

Harriers place fifth in Greater Boston tourney

By Buzz Moylan

The Greater Boston Cross Country Tournament was held on Sunday at Franklin Park, with MIT finishing seventh.

The men's team placed 5th out of 11 teams, while the women's team placed 11th out of 7 teams.

The next meet in the series will be held on November 15.

Sailors seventh in Hoyt
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Harvard has officially declared the winner of the fifth annual Head-of-the-Chariots Regatta.

Anchored by Rich Colgate '72 in twenty-third and Chip Kimball '72 in twenty-fifth, Bobby Myers '70 in thirteenth completed the fifteen. The story was much the same for the fourth race. Again Harvard dominated the competition as the Crimson earned twenty-one points for placing five men in the top seven positions. Individuals included an outing to North-east's Tony Fronterro, who won the race with a blazing time of 15:35. MIT's John Kaufman, about a minute off the pace at 16:38, finished eleventh. Greg Myers placed seventeenth, seven seconds ahead of Terry Blumer in twenty-first. The Tech scorers were Bob Virgil in thirty-first and John Pearson in thirty-third.
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